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The Black Country Geological Society meets monthly.
The programme includes field visits and interesting talks.
For further information contact Dudley Museum or go online www.bcgs.info

Local groups
Rock faces, whether in quarries, at the roadside,
canalside or in other places, are where we can access
this ancient past. Just like sites for wildlife these can be
damaged and destroyed by careless actions. So when
visiting a special geological site:
• Obey the countryside code
• Stay on footpaths and never closely approach a rockface
• Leaders of visiting parties must plan their visits, seek
permissions where necessary, familiarise themselves
with the current state of the exposures and carry out any
risk assessment that is required by their organisation
For more information contact Dudley Museum & Art
Gallery 01384 815575
Please follow this geological code to ensure that our
fragile geological sites are protected and used wisely.

The Geological Code
If you’ve enjoyed this leaflet and would like to find out
more about rocks and fossils then visit these local
museums. There’s something to appeal to children and
adults.
1. Dudley Museum & Art Gallery
St James’s Road Dudley
Tel 01384 815575
10am - 4pm daily except Sundays and Bank holidays
2. Lapworth Museum, University of Birmingham
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 2TT
Tel 0121 414 7294
Mon - Fri 9am - 5pm, Sat & Sun 2 - 5pm
www.lapworth.bham.ac.uk
3. Thinktank, The Birmingham Science Museum
Millennium Point, Curzon Street, Birmingham B4 7XG
10am - 5pm daily except 24-26 December
http://www.thinktank.ac
Sandwell’s Countryside Services, Sandwell Park Farm,
Salters Lane, West Bromwich B71 4BG
Tel 0121 553 0220/0121 588 6154
www.sandwell.gov.uk

More information

Discovering the ancient past
of the Rowley Hills

From the depths
of the Earth
The Rowley Hills Landscape:
The Rowley Hills are an iconic Black Country landscape and
have an important scientific and social history. The hills form
the central section of an irregular ridge which extends from
near Sedgley, through Dudley and Rowley, to Frankley.
The ridge, which divides the Black Country into two parts with
distinctly differing topographic features, also coincides closely
with the main watershed of England.
To the northeast the country is largely flat and is drained by the
Tame and its tributaries by way of the Trent to the North Sea.
To the southwest the country is more varied with steep sided
dingles and ravine-like valleys drained by the Stour and its
tributaries by way of the Severn to the Bristol Channel.
Turner’s Hill (1), Rowley at 271m (870ft) is the highest point,
visible from most parts of the Black Country and is an
unmissable landscape feature viewed from the motorway or
railways.
The Rowley Hills and surrounding areas were shaped by glacial
and subsequent processes of erosion at the end of the Ice-age
but it’s the underlying geology, the rocks forming the hills, that
make it such a distinctive landscape feature.
The geology of the Rowley Hills is a story of earthquakes and
volcanoes. The hills are made of dolerite (sometimes called
basalt) but locally known as the Rowley Rag which is a hard
dark grey igneous rock which welled up as magma (molten
rock) from the depths of the Earth 300 million years ago.
The dolerite has been extensively quarried, mostly for use as
aggregate (crushed rock) providing employment for
generations from the surrounding communities. Thirty
separately named quarries have been identified ranging in age
from the very recent to some over 200 years old.
Today the Hills embrace areas of public open space, private
land, housing, a golf course, designated nature conservation
sites, relic quarries, spoil heaps and landfill sites. The Hills are
amongst the most important geological sites in the Midlands

View of Blue Rock Quarry

and there is important open grassland supporting priority BAP
species such as Skylarks and butterflies, historic drystone
walls and views in all directions.

The Rowley Rag and its uses
Rag is a modern abbreviation of the more traditional Ragstone,
meaning a ragged sharp angled rock. This partly explains why
the Rowley Rag has not been used as a building stone owing
to the difficulty of dressing but rough blocks have been used in
walls locally as can be seen at St Giles’ Church, Rowley (2).
A traditional landscape feature of the Rowley Hills were
drystone walls, some of which still survive, made from Rowley
Rag and which served as field boundaries. A hoard of Roman
silver coins, mostly dating from the period of Emperor Galba
(68-69 AD) was reputely discovered hidden in one of these
walls in the early 19th century.
The Portway follows the line of a Roman road and in all
probability the Romans used Rowley Rag locally for roadstone.
However the Rowley Rag was probably first dug on an
industrial scale in the late 18th century or early 19th century in
building the new turnpike roads.
In the early 1800s, the now long lost Pearl Quarry aroused
much interest for the spectacular and beautiful form of the
hexagonal columns and jointing displayed there.
Creighton’s 1808 drawing of the quarry, was the subject of an
engraving commissioned by James Watt to illustrate Thomas
Thomson’s geological paper in 1816. At least two other similar
illustrations of Pearl Quarry are known appearing in William
Hawkes Smith’s 1838 ‘Birmingham and Vicinity’ and the better
known one from Murchison’s Silurian System, in 1839.

Dolerite wall St. Giles’ Church
Inset: Top, dolerite kerbstones
Bottom, dolerite cobbles

famously paved Birmingham in the early 19th century.
However it fell into disfavour as a cobblestone owing to its
ability to take a polish which became dangerous for horses.
The most unusual application for Rowley Rag was the
manufacture of a range of goods by melting the rock and
casting into moulds. The idea was conceived by Henry Adcock
in 1851 who entered into an arrangement with Chance
Brothers whereby a reverberatory furnace was put at his
disposal. A great variety of articles were produced including,
slabs for steps, window-heads and sills, string courses,
mantel-pieces, doorways, copings, columns and capitals as
well as items for internal decoration such as slabs for tables
and sideboards, door plates and knobs. Unfortunately the cost
of production, notably fuel to melt the dolerite, proved
uneconomic despite the durability of the products. In 1866
only a few examples of where products had been used, a
house in Handsworth, terraces in Aston Park and
Wolverhampton and the old vestry in Edgbaston were all that
remained.
It has been used for paving and dolerite chips were
incorporated with concrete to make paving slabs.
In modern times the Rowley Rag has been a major source of
high grade crushed aggregate and coated stone for use as
road metal.

The dolerite has been used for kerbstones, gutters and setts.
It is still a common street feature in most of the Black Country
but particularly in parts of Rowley, Langley and Oldbury. It also

Pearl Quarry in 1808 by Mr Creighton

Rowley Hills
Tropical Forests, Earthquakes and Volcanoes
318 million years ago, during what is known as the Carboniferous
Period, the Black Country lay at the southern margin of a vast
tropical river delta swamp which stretched northward as far as
what is now southern Scotland. This ‘Pennine Basin’ as it is
called, was itself part of an even larger complex which included
northern France and Germany. It would have resembled today’s
Mississippi delta swamplands but on an even greater scale. The
sediments, sand, silt and mud, deposited in the swamps formed
rocks known as the Coal Measures. Vegetation flourished on the
flood-plain leading to thick deposits of peat underlain by leached
soils which were eventually converted to coal seams and
fireclays. During the deposition of the Coal Measures, the Black
Country lay near the present day equator with a humid tropical
climate and little seasonal variation.

Tops of dolerite columns in former Prospect Quarry C.1910

A ridge of weathered dolerite is well exposed in the former Blue
Rock and Samson quarries (5) with good examples of columnar
jointing and spheroidal weathering. Columnar jointing is a
contraction feature formed as part of the magma cooling process
and highlighted by weathering. The tops of the columns
frequently finish as well developed hexagons as at the former
Prospect Quarry (6) which always excited interest of early
geologists but none are to be seen today. They were similar, if of
less extensive scale, to those seen at The Giant’s Causeway on
the Antrim Coast or Fingal’s Cave and some of the Scottish Isles.

composed of a suite of minerals including feldspar and
ferromagnesian minerals. It weathers brown and has a tendency
to form spheroids which peel in layers.
The dolerite at Rowley is the largest Carboniferous intrusive body
in the West Midlands.
It represents a solidified magma chamber and its structure is now
classified as a lopolith (shaped rather like a saucer). It is about
100m thick in the centre of the hills but it appears to thin rapidly
at the margins.
Horizontal sills and vertical dykes of dolerite spread out between
the beds of the surrounding Etruria Marl and underlying Coal
Measures where it has baked or altered the rocks to varying
degrees. Although the Rowley Hills have been almost entirely
undermined for coal, no feeder pipe has ever been discovered.
This suggests that the Rowley mass was sited beneath a downsinking rift valley, fed from sills at the margins.

Columnar jointing in former Blue Rock Quarry

In time the tropical swamps of the Coal Measures
were affected by Earth movements (earthquakes)
which elevated the land to the South causing
changes to both topography, climate and
drainage. Gradually the poorly drained
waterlogged swamps were replaced by a
periodically flooded alluvial river plain. The Etruria
Marl, the area’s primary source of clay for bricks
and tiles, was formed in this new phase and it is
these rocks, deposited on top of the Coal
Measures, which surround the Rowley Hills.

Columnar jointing developing in rim of former Blue Rock Quarry

Where the naturally formed jointing is exposed to the elements,
water will penetrate the intersecting joints and decay begins in all
directions. Gradually the weathering decay tends to round off any
sharp angles producing increasingly spheroidal shapes as shells
of material break away. Legend has it that Rowley Rag which had
weathered to almost ball shape was used for
cannon balls at Dudley Castle.
The contact between dolerite and the Etruria Marl
was formerly to be seen at Allsops Hill (7), Darby’s
Hill (8) and New Rowley Road (9) quarries but the
only known site with public access today where
the contact may be seen is at Barrow Hill,
Pensnett near Russells Hall Hospital.
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The dolerite is so hard that it has weathered and
eroded much more slowly than the surrounding
rocks of the Black Country Coalfield and it has
been left standing proud as the hills we see
today.
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The change in environment was brought about
by earth movements associated with the coming
together of the Earth’s landmasses to form one
supercontinent known as Pangaea around 300
million years ago. This caused stretching and
shallow faulting in the Earth’s crust expressed as
repeated mountain building, erosion and creation
of rift valleys with volcanic activity in places. It was
at this time that the local dolerite, the Rowley
Rag, was intruded into the buried sediments of
the Etruria Marl and Coal Measures over a wide
area. Surface outcrops occur today in a few
places but was encountered underground during
mining activities over much of the Black Country.
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Based upon BGS Sheet 168 with the permission of the British Geological Survey

The Rowley Intrusion
The Rowley Rag is an olivine dolerite, an intrusive form of basalt,
which is a hard dark-grey, medium grained, crystalline rock. It is

No evidence of eruptive rocks or lavas has been found at Rowley
but volcanic rocks were erupted at the surface near Barrow Hill
in Dudley and it has been claimed that there was some evidence
for similar eruptions at Pouk Hill, Walsall.
The Rowley Hills and the Rowley Rag have attracted much
scientific interest with about fifty published papers, references,
research papers and theses, from 1686 to the present day. The
first detailed account was that of Samuel Allport in 1869 & 1870.
Samples have been subjected to microscopical analysis and
have figured in standard texts.
The most unusual and pioneering work was that of Gregory Watt
who in his 1804 paper detailed his experiments melting the
dolerite and cooling it under controlled conditions replicating the
different crystalline structures found in nature. It was these
experiments, complementing the work of Sir James Hall, that
finally confirmed the belief that basalts (dolerite) were igneous in
origin.

Spheroidal weathering in former
Blue Rock Quarry
Inset: Advanced spheroidal
weathering showing peeling

The hills were shaped and eroded by ice during
the Ice-age probably the Anglian stage (about
300,000 years ago). Remnant patches of Till
(boulder clay with rounded quartzite and subangular dolerite pebbles) from that glaciation,
have been mapped around the upper slopes of
the northern and eastern sides of the hills. It also
forms a cap to the ridge between Darby’s Hill and
Turner’s Hill.
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The dolerite is best exposed in the former Edwin Richards quarry
(3) now being used for landfill so is not open for public access.
Otherwise the next best is in the former Rough Hill quarry (4) now
part of Dudley Golf Course but which can be viewed from the
footpath. Although weathered, columnar jointing and spheroidal
weathering structures are well developed.

The Rowley Hailstone, 1845

Other deposits known as Head, representing seasonally thawed
saturated deposits of clay with dolerite debris which have moved
downslope over frozen ground, have been mapped around
Rowley Regis village, at Springfield and Grace Mary estate.

The Hailstone
The Rowley Hailstone was an assemblage of dolerite blocks and
boulders on the southwestern side of the hills which gained
iconic status. It was first described, though not named, by Robert
Plot in his Natural History of Staffordshire published in 1688.
It was described in rather romantic prose in William Harris’s
Rambles about Dudley Castle (1845) from which the illustration
here is taken. It also served as the subject for two postcards.
Myth and legend is popularly ascribed to the Hailstone including
its origins. The illustrations show numerous boulders lying around
the Hailstone pile suggesting that the arrangement is due to Iceage erosion and left behind when the glaciers retreated.
The Hailstone was removed in 1878/79 as part of the advancing
Hailstone Quarry (10) operations.
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